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FOREWORD
Range forage provides the foundation for ,the . lIlaintenance
ration available for most sheep wintered in .',Uta'h : The nature
and amount of supplemental concentrate or rougha'g e needed
with this forage to provide an adequate and efficient ration
for sheep naturally depends on t.he nature and amount of
range forage available. Pres'e nt uncertainty as to the relative
merits of the various available supplements originates largely
through a lack of definite knowledg-e as to the composition
and feeding value of the various range plants that go to make
up the range-forage supply on the particular range in
qu-estion.
The aim of this investigation haS' been to give to Utah
sheepmen a clearer conception of the composition and feeding value of these principal forage plants which provide the
major portion of their winter feed-supply as well as some
idea as to prop.e r nutritional requirements of sheep. A study
of the make-up of available forage supply and nutrimentS',
as shown in tables and charts, should make it possible for
sheepmen to better select most suitable supplements for
optim urn resultS'.
Range forage must be protected from depletion as a
result of overgrazing and sheep must have an adequate ration to keep them in vigorous condition through the winter.
The range sheep industry is like any other industry: Net
profits must be figured over a period of years from a program which will conserve the range and maintain the h ealth
and vitality of the s'h eep.
All arguments to th e contrary, the seasonal moisture supply is and will continue to be the predominating factor in
range-forage supply and, in any constructive program , must
be given proper consideration by arranging for necessary
adjustm-ents in numbers grazed from year to year.
A careful study of the material presented should furnish
further enlightenment on range-forage feeding values and
should aid in the elimination of surplus and unsuitable nutriments when supplements are n eeded.
E. J. MAYNARD.
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INTRODUCTION
HIPORTANCE OF SHEEP INDUSTRY TO UTAH

So far as numbers are concerned, sheep have remained relatively
high in Utah during the past five years. In 1931 there were 2,926 ,000
sheep and in 1936 2,468,000. 3 The estimated per ' capita value of $5 in
1 936 would make sheep worth $12,340,000 for that year. Based on an
individual investment of $20 , the sheep industry in 1936 was worth
$49,360,000 to the state.
The combined cash in come from livestock and livestock crops, as
shown in Table 1, equaled $54,604,000 for the five -year period from
19 26 to 1930, inclusive. Of this amount $34,187,000 is for livestock
alone and $20,417,000 for livestock crops; sheep, lambs, and wool
represent $14,103,000 (25.82 % ) of the total livestock value.
The importance of the relative position of livestock in the average
Utah agricultural income and the equally important position occupied
by sheep, lambs', and wool as a part of the livestock income for this
five-year period (1926-30, inc!.) are significant.
This position has
rem ained constant since 1 890, and there is' every reason to believe that
if properly handled it will remain so for many years to come.
The sheep industry constitutes an important element in th·e agriculture of all countieS' of the state. 4 During the winter months some
A('knowlellgment: Gratefu l acknow l edgment is expre ssed to the following individuals who have helped in vario us ways to make this study and
its publication possibl e : To David P. HOvYell for his generous cooperation in
us e of range sheep and ranch facilit ies; t o former Director P. V. Cardon
for guidance in initiating and carryng forward the study; to E. J. Maynard,
form er Anmal Husbandman. for careful in vestigat ions made in sponsoring
and conducting experimental procedure; to R. J. Becraft, former Associate
in Rang'e Management, for information in regard to range conditions in the
Trout Cree k area; to Bassett Maguire for herbarium co ll ect ions made on
the desert range and for p h otographs from which the c uts us ed in the publication were made; to C. T. Hirst. Ariel Anderson, Theone Cardon, Norman
Simpson. Robert J. Evans, Jr., and J . IVI. Hale for chemical determinations;
to C. P. Starr for co llecti o n of forage plants and range management observations in the Trout Creek area; to Milton A. Madsen for tabulation of data;
:Lnd to Mrs. Blanche C. Pittrtla!l... Jormer Station Editor, for editorial assistance .' in prepari'rj.g the _rna'rfuscript for publication .
lContribt~tion "from Dep~rtments of Animal Husbandry, Chemistry and
Bacte riolo gy; and Range Management.
2Associate Animal Husbandman, Chemist and Bacteriologist, and Range
Ecologist, r espec tively.
3Yearbooks, U. S, Department of Agriculture.
4"Agriculture in Utah": Statistical presentation of Data on Crop, Range,
and Liv estock Production. Compiled by Department of Agricultural Economics, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, and Division of Farm
Management and Costs, Bureau of Agricultural Economics. U. S. Departme nt
of Agriculture. Utah AgT. Exp. Sta. Mim. Sh eet 107: 57-58. (Out of print).
Progress RellOrt on Stution Project 132: Corn and Cottonseed Cake as
Concentrated Supplements for Wintering Sheep on Desert Ranges in Utah.
(Date of Beginning: December 15, 1931)
Pu blication authorized by the Director, June 17, 1937
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300,000 breeding ewes are kept on th€ farms in the state and from
200,000 to 300,000 lambs are fed for market. Farm-feeding, however ,

has not greatly relieved the ranges and , as shown in Tables 2 and 3,
neither has the dependence upon range forage been greatly relieved by
th€ use of supplements.
Table t.-Relation of total agricultural cash income for livestock and
livestock crops, Utah, 1926 to 1930, inclusiv€.l
Agricultural Cash In co m e
Item
Total

Livestock
Sheep, Lambs, Wool
Other
Livestock Crops
(Wheat, al~alfa,

Amount

$14 ,103,000
$20,084,000

P erce nt age of Total

25.82
36.78
$34,187,000

62.60

$20,417,000

37.40

'I

etc.) .

TOTAL CASH INCOME

--------------------------I

$54,604,000

100.00

lB ased o n data prepared by Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S. Departm e nt of Agr ic ultur e.

RELA'.rION OF GRAZING AREA TO TOTAL STATE AREA

Utah's total land acreage is 53,597,760 acres', of which 44,556 ,535
acres (84.7 % ) are used for grazing pUq>OEflS and 8,041,225 acres (15.3 % )
for growing irrigated and dry-farm crops, building sites, and cities and
towns. Of the entire ac r eage, 47 .8 per cent is classed as "public domain",
most of which is used for winter-grazing alth ough some privatelyowned lands are also used for this purpose. It is estimated5 th3.t at
the present. t im e 31.8 per cent of Utah's' total area is used for winte r grazing purposes; this estimate does not take into consideration between
5,000,000 and 10,000 ,000 ac::-es 6 of the state which have no value as
range land .
FORAGE TYPES USED IjlOR 'VTNTER-GRA ZING

I~

UTAH

In Utah most of the range used during winter is dominated by
shrubby pla nts, belon ging to what is known botani cally as the scrub
form a tion and to the Basin sagebrush association. 7 This pla nt associa tion ext end s over the ce ntral portion of th e Great Basin, o ccupying most
of t h e dry valleys of the state. On t h e more moi st and less alkalin 8
land s typical of an approxim ate on e-t hi:'d of the northe rn part of the
state the mos t ab undant s hrub is blue sage (A1·tC?ll-i sia t1'icZentata Nutt.) ,
als'o known lo cally as common saO'eb ru s h , big sagebr u sh , and black
sagetrush. On the dri er and n:ore alkaline lands typica l of southern
Utah the most ab undant shl u b is s h ads "a le (At1"ipl x conte1'titolia
(Tor r. and Frem.) S. \\ Ta ts .), k no wn a lso as saltbush .
Listed are s ome of the more important forag e species found
growing in close ass ociation wit b th ese tw o dominant species. T h e common n a mes u sed in various a r ea ' and scien tific names have been
in clud ed.

-------------------------

r.Unpub li s h e d data in f iJ
of Denar tm e nt
f Agricu ltura l Econom ics,
Utah Ag l'i ultur a l Exp I'im e nt Station .'
G"Lan~l O wn r hip and. 1 tiliz a ti o n " . By Geo r g
St wart . In ,. t a l.1 ~e
so u r e ann Activiti e s·' : 4!l . P ll bl;:-;hr.> rl by
tate D partment of P u b li c . Instru ct io n . a l t La k e
ity,
t ah, 1933.
7"Plant Eco l ogy". By J. E. \
ave!' and F. E. C l ements. McG r aw -Hill Publishi ng Co m pany. N e w York City. 192 9
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Shrubs
Curly sage, dwarf black sagebrush, small sagebrush (Ar'te?rlrisia nova
A. Nels.)
White sage, winterfat (Eu'r otia lanata (Pursh) Moq.)
Bud sage, bud sagebrush, spiney sagebrush (Artem,.i sia s1Ji nescens Eaton)
Shadscale, saltbush (Atr'iplex canescens (Pursh) Nutt.)
Rabbitbrush, rubber rabbitbrush, yellowbrush (Chr'ysothamnus nauseosus (Pall.) Britt.)
.
Yellowbrus'h, low rabbit brush (Chr'ysothamnus visciditlor'us (Hook.)
Nutt. )
Brigham tea, Mormon tea (Ephedra ncvaclens'is S. Wats.)
Matchweed, snakeweed, broomweed(Gutier'rezia sar'othrae (Pursh) Britt.)
Fourwing saltbush, saltbush, Chamiza , (Atriplex cancscens (Pursh) NutL)
Salt sage, Nuttall saltbush, low saltbush (Atr'ilJlex nu,ttallii S.Wats.)
White cedar, juniper, Utah juniper (Jtmiper"us utahensis (Engelm.)
Lemmon)
Blackbrush (Coleogyne ra?rlrossissi?na Torr.)
Mat saltbush (At1'iplex c01Tugata S.Wats.)
Greasewood (Sar'cobatus ve1'micu,latus (Hook.) Torr.)
Horsebrush, spring rabbitbrush (Tetradymia SlJinosa Hook. & Arn.)
Hopsage (Grayia spinosa (Hook.) Moq.)
Grasses
Curly grass, galleta, mesquite grass (Hila1'it£ ja?rlresii ( Torr.) Benth.)
Rice grass, Indian mountain-rice , sandgrass (Or'yzo1Jsi s hymenoides
(Roem. & Schult.) Ricker)
Alkali sacaton, tickle grass (SlJ01'obolus cti1'oides Torr.)
Salt grass, alkali grass, wire grass (Distichlis spicata (L.) Greene)
Wheatgrass, bunchgrass (Agr01)Y1'on SlJicatu?1t (Pursh) Scribn. & Smith)
Western wheatgrass, wire grass, bluestem wheatgrass (AgTopyr'on s1rlrithii
Rydb.)
"\\ eeds
Brown sage, gray molly (J(ochi a ve stita (S. Wats.) Rydb.)
Russian thistle, tumbleweed (Salso la pestiter' A. Nels'.)
Lam b's-q uarters (Ch enopodi um alb1,£?n L.)
WATERING Ii'ACILITIES AND THEIR RELATION TO
\\ INTE R-GRAZING

Sin ce watering facilUies l or win t er- gl' 2,Z~ n g in the state are limited,
the u se of s uch la nd is restricted largely t o t h e time of year when
snow is on the ground. If there IS no snow, the size of a r ea that can
be gr azed is greatly reduced. V\ it h li ttle or no snow, con gestion of
livestock about t he waterholes ultim ately causes serio us ly overgrazed
and v irtu a ll y deplet ed areas about these waterin g pla ces; at. the same
time t h e more dista n t areas are lightly gr azed.
ADAI'T.-\'BILITY OF SHEEP TO "CTAH
A~ T
n DE. 'ERT RA TOES

)IOU~TAIX

Sheep are parti cularly we ll-adapted to grazing the desert regions'.
They can u ti li ze areas at consid erable distan ce from waterholes, causin g
little con gestio n and overgrazing in their immediate vicinity. A g r eater
variety of plants is utilized by sheep than by cattle and horses, In their
range observations on the n ati onal forests, Jardine a nd And er son make
the following statemen t:
"Rang-e lVIa nag-e m nt o n th
N a ti o n a l F o r e sts" . By
Mark An d e r 'o n .
. . .u ep t. A P T. D e pt. B u l. 7 l10: 3. 19 U) .

J,

T.

Jardin e

and
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. . weeds are much mo:'e palatable to sheep than
to cattle or horses. Only a small percentage of weeds
are palatable to cattle, and even fewer are palatable
to horses . . . . Both sheep and cattle eat cons'i derable browse, but sheep have a tendency to browse
more than cattle . . . . Horses browse but little."
As shown by recent forage studies, most of the forage on the d,e sert
ranges' is browse and sheep are particularly well-suited for grazing such
areas. When snow covers the higher elevations sheep can be readily
moved to other areas. Under proper control, it is possible to utilize
the entire area.
UTAH

SHEEP-M~AGE~IENT

METHODS AND PROBLEMS

In Utah the general practice is' to graze sheep throughout the year;
in the winter they are grazed on desert areas in large herds of from
2000 to 3000 head. In the spring during April and May, after most of
the shearing is done, the herds are divided for lambing. Lambing ewes
are placed in one lot or flock and others in what is called the "dry"
herd. Occasionally, for a short time during the lambing season, ewes
are placed on farms; the others are given range preference over the
"dry" herd. Much of the sp:'ing-grazing land, used between shearing
time and when the sheep are taken to the national forest, is privatelyowned. In some instances sheep are lambed on the public domain
adjacent to the forest reserve.
Grazing of sheep on land belonging to the United States Forest
Service and that classed as' public domain necessitates a long migration
both in the fall and again in the spring. A freight haul in certain parts
of the state might, to some extent at least, relieve the long fall and
spring migrations. Under favorable climatic conditions, however, sheeptrailing is usually more economical, although most forage destruction
occurs' on the trail. Reduction in soil erosion as well as in sheep losses
is dependent upon the imp:'ovement of sheep migratory conditions.
Most summer and ~inter rang·es have not suffered from sheepgrazing as much as have spring and fall ranges, which lie largely
in the areas between the summer and winter ranges. Within thes'e areas
are the corrals, and sinc'e shearing operations require concentration of
sheep in one area, overuse of adjacent ranges is not uncommon. Either
decentralization of shearing operations or provision for feeding away
from shearing headquarters' is necessary.

GENERAL PLAN OF EXPERIMENT
Under normal conditions it had been customary;f"l>-re-vi()Qs.-to .~ 1.931
to winter ' a. eJarge proportion of Utah sheep withou( sup.plements, reserving them only ':-,f or ·;·.t-he oid~~' ap'd weaker animals, but because of; the
extremely dry season in 1931 Utah sheepmen advocated greater use of
feed supplements'. . ,.
To d-etermine whether it would be advantageous from the sheepmen's
point of view to use supplements for all range sheep-feeding, a study
has been made of the composition of the main forage plants in the
Trout Creek area and a preliminary -experimental range-sheep-feeding
experiment was begun. At Trout Creek in Juab County on December 15,
1931, three comparable groups of 120 s'heep each, repr-esenting a crosssection of a typical Utah winter band, were tagged, weighed, and
wintered on the desert alo'n g with thre-e separate bands of 2500 head
each.
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METHODS USED IN l\IAKING UP WINTER BAl\TJ)S

The common practice of Utah sheepmen was followed in making up
the winter bands. The three bands select,e d represented the sheep left
after the lambs had been sent to market. and after the ewes had been
culled. All sheep were individually handled. In the culling process, teeth
were inspected and off-typ.e ' sheep and inferior grades ' o-Cwool considered. Final selection represented . three ' h'e rds ' of' 36 O "fine-wool ewes,
with twenty in ·each age group: Lambs, ' yearlings, . two-, three-, and
four-year-olds, and over four years.
These sheep, as stated, were
ear-tagged, individually weighed, and placed in three bands. Weights
were taken in December ,and again the ·f ollowing 'May. "Ewes were
sheared and individual fleece weights recorded at the ' May weighing.
During the summer and fall the three bands were moved to the
Weber and Chalk Creek areas in Summit County. At the Chalk Creek
ranch headquarters the bands were !l1ade up in October for the winter.
Most of November was spent on the trail, the sheep moving from
eastern Summit County on into Salt Lake County, over into Tooele
County, and finally into western Juab County to Trout Creek, where
experimental weights were again taken in December and the ewes
ear-tagged, branded, and weighed.
FEEDIN G l\IETHODS

Shelled corn and cottonseed cake were selected as the supplements
to be used since thes,e are the principal concentrates used by Utah
sheepmen. One band received daily 0.25 pound of shelled corn per
head and the second supplement band an equal amount of cottons'e ed
cake. A third band was wintered with no supplement. The two bands
receiving supplements were kept nea::- ranch headquarters and the less
thrifty sheep from other bands were brought here. Vlhile heavy death
loss was minimized, equal opportunity for range feeds was not afforded
these supplemental bands.
RELATION OF FJJEDING AND GRAZING METHODS
TO BODY AND FLEECE WEIGHTS

Body Weights
When body weights were taken in December it was found that in
the cottonseed-cake group the loss was greater than in either the
shelled-corn or the no-supplement gq)Ups. This increas,e in weight
might have been due to weighing the sheep in the cottonseed-cake
group soon after corraling, while the sheep in the other groups had
been left in the ' corral for 24 hours at below-zero temperatures. The
average weight loss (11.58 pounds) of the cottonseed-cake group, as
indicated in Table 2, was attributed to shrinkage.
A significant difference in the average body weight loss' was apparent between the two supplemental groups, this difference, as previously
stated, being due to herding methods rather than to supplements fed.
The average weight loss of all age groups varied significantly in yearlings, in four-year-olds, and in the oldest group (over four years old).
Body weight loss in the two- and four-year-old groups is comparable.
The heavy loss in weight in the yearling group might have been due
to the fact that sheep in this group were fatter than the others when
placed on the desert. The heavy weight loss in the oldest group is
ahribufed to impaired grazing "lW.ilitY., incident to "age. - "
The no-supplelllent group maintained practically the s3;J;Ile w~~gJ,1t:
(0.95 pound .di1:,f.eI:.en.ce), .while the corn-fed supplement g:-oup sustained

.....
Table 2.-Comparison of supplements (cottonseed cake and shelled corn) and no supplementS': Body W eigbt
Age (December 15, 1931, and May 4, 1932)

b~:

o

- -

Ag e

S h e ll e d

Body W g t. lbs. )

Bo d y

:'10 .

( yea r s )

- -- - - --

Co tt o n see d Ca k e

- -- -- -

Lambs

D ec. 1 5
Y.1 ay 4
No .
19n
1 93 2
_ . _ - - - - -- - ' - - -

15

75.70

65.70

16

C orn
W g t.

D e c. 15
1931

No S u pp l e m e nts
(Ib s .)

M ay 4
1 93 2

69.90

66.87

Bod y
No.

18

W g t.

(Ib s . )

D e c. 15
May 4
193 1
1 932
- - - - - - -- -

65.89

68.55

Av e r ag e
'W e ig h t (I bs. )

Bo d y

D e c. 15
May 4
193 1
1932
- - -- - - - -

70. 5 0

67. 04

L o ss

---- 3.4 6

C1
>-3
:.t:1

~

:><

~

r l

One

13

109 . 53

87 .92

19

90.89

85.74

19

8 9.53

86.53

96.65

8 6. 73

-9.92

~

~

t!:j

~

Two

16

115.37

106.00

20

107 . 00

101.10

19

105.79

105.89

109 .3 9

1 04 .33

- :l .ut>

>-3

Three

19

119.21

109.47

20

111.60

106.85

18

100.33

111.44

110 .3 8

1 0 !L 25

-1.1 3

UJ.
H
;;..

Four

19

1 2 1.94

111.31

21

116.48

110.33

15

110.60

111.93

116.3 4

20

123.90

115.75

20

120.25

112.80

14

117.93

111.43

120.69

Over

Four

Average

1- -. _ 110.94 . -

~~~~~~; Loss.

II

99.36
-11.58

102.68

I

97 .28
-5.40,

Sig. Dif. bet w een Age s, with probability of 0.05=3.82 lbs.
" 0.01=5.04 Ibs.
Sig. Dif. between Rations, with probability of 0.05=2.69 Ibs.
" 0.01=:3.56 Ibs.

98 .34

99.3~
0.95

-- -

-==
,

111.1 9

- 5. 1 5

11 3.3 6

-7. 33

- 5. 3 4

::l

o

2:

to

c

t'"
t'"

r-1

>-3

~
Z
?
I'-.:)

...;J
...;J
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an average loss of 5.4 pounds, doubtless du e to shrinkage as in the
case of the cotton seed-cake grol).p. As h eretofore noted, th e two supplemental herdS' were at a disadvantage in h a ving been held near ranch
headqu a rters and in h aving the less thrifty she ep adde d to tbem.
The three groups showed p:'ogressive in crease in weight up to . the
fourth yea r (Table 2), the oldest group showing greater in crease than
did the fou r-year-old group. No doubt this was du e partially to ' pre~
vailing drought conditions. Low weightS' of ewe lambs and yearlings
clearly indicate tbe need of additional feed fo:' d eveloping ewes. The
usual custom bas been to give the best ranges to the ewes and lambs,
the "dry" ewes taking second-choice ranges. Since young ewes cannot
compete with larger sheep in the same herd dur ing tbeir first winter,
they necessarily require different feeding conditions.
Fleece 'Veights
Heaviest fleec e weights were appa::'ent in the no-supplement group,
with little difference in the two supplemental groups (Table 3). Fleece
weight increase due to s upplemental feeding was negligible although,
because of maturity, an in crease was apparent up to two years (at the
time of the third shearing), after which weights were variable. Slow
maturity of the ewes caused a decr ease in wool production. Average
fleece weights from the diff.e rent age groups were comparable with
average fleece weights for the state as a whole.
Table 3 .r-Comparison of supplements (cottonseed cake and she lled
corn) and no s upplem e n ts : Fleece "\Veight by Age (May 4,
1932)
Supple m e nts

Age
(yea rs)

- - - -- Lambs --- One -------Two --- -- ----Three -----Four --- --Over Four
Total --- ----Ave::'age --

-- Cot t onseed
cak e

I

Fleece Wgt.

Fleece Wgt.

------~

No_

15
13
16
19
19
20

o_l~

(I bs.

'- - 6.47
8 .26
9.09
9.60
9.18
9.80

52.40
8. 73

- --

I

I

No
Supple m en t s
- -Fleece Wgt.

She ll ed Cor n

16
19
20
20
21
20

(I bs.)

7 .03
7. 84
9.28
9.40
9.95
10 . 02
53 .5 1
8 .92

- No.
- -_ __

I

18
19
19
18
15
14

J _,

(l bs.

)

Fl eece W e ight
(lbs.)
Average
Total
,- - - -- --

7.05
8.89
10.47
9.80
9.60
_9.89 I
05 .70 :
9.28 1:

I

205.5
249.9
288.4
288.0
287.3
297.1
269.3

6. 85
8.33
9.61
9 . 60
9.58
9.90
8.98

Sig. Dif. between Ages, wi th p r oba bil ity of 0 .05=0.60 lb.
"
" O.O l =- J . 90 lb.
Sig. Dif. between Rations , with prob 3.bili ty of 0.0:-=0 . 58 lb.
" 0. 0 1= 0 .65 lb.
COLLECTIXG

PLA~T

l\IATERIAL

To d etermine the va lue of range plants be: ng eaten by the three
experimental bands, samples of 8ixteen dom:' n ant forage plants were
taken simultaneously f ::- om December to April from areas on which thE:
bands grazed. Obse rvations were a l!S o made of s o ~ l types and of geographic exposures in th ese areaS'. Only the vegetative parts actually
consumed by the sheep were considered. Data represe nted (1) plant
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parts consumed by sheep, (2) general condition of leafiness of individual
plants, (3) seed maturity, and (4) factors affecting forage composition.
Plant specimens were placed in strong cotton bags and taken to ranch
headquarters for drying, after which they were shipped to the Experiment Station at Logan. Samples were analyzed for crude protein, crude
fat (ether extract), crude fiber, nitrogen-free extract, ash, calcium,
phosphorus, sulfur, and magnesium.

RANGE OBSERVATIONS IN UTAH
GENERAL STATEl\'lENT
Much of the Basin sagebrush association used for winter range in
Utah is in a retrogresS'ive state, that is, better forage plants are decreasing in vigor and abundance while there is an increase of the more
inferior species. Drought, overgrazing, and trampling are the primal'Y
causes of this condition. Because of reduction in quantity and quality
of vegetation produced, the Trout Creek Range is reportedly below its
former stock-carrying capacity. Plant specieS', which at the present time
are replacing the former species, are not only less nutritious and less
palatable but less dependable. The climax forage plants of the desert
ranges. are high in protein and are among the most nutritious' of all
native plants. Certain invading plants are shown by chemical analysis
to have a lower protein content and are therefore less valuable as feeds.
Some of these invading plants, likewise, are annuals which depend upon
s'easonal rainfall for growth and are therefore less dependable than
the native plants.
Coincident with a shortage of feed is a tendency for stock to eat
large quantities of plants not ordinarily eateJ;l or which are eaten by
choic·e only in limited amounts. Some of these undesirable plants have
unbalanced chemical composition and injurious thorns or spines and
contain harmful physiological principles or active poisons. Supplemental
feeds may play an important role in satisfying the animal's hunger, at
the same time decreasing losses from starvation , poisoning, and abortion.
Some important poisonous plants are found in the Trout Creek area.
The common horsebrus'h (TetradY?'1~ia), known also as spring rabbitbrush, is perhaps the most harmful of the poisonous plants found in
this area. This is a tall, yellow-flowered, woody shrub whose small green
leaves drop off in midsummer, leaving bare the whitish-color·e d and
often spiny branches. This plant has been found g to be the cause of
bighead in sheep. Greasewood (S arcobatus ver?'1Liculatus) , a large woody
and somewhat S'piny shrub growing in moist alkaline areas, may also
cause poisoning 10 if large quantities are eaten without additional forage.
Poisoning from greasewood is rather serious on the Trout Creek Range,
especially in the early spring. Some species of loco, or rattleweed
(Astragalus), cause poisoning on the desert ranges, although they are
seldom dangerous' except in certain local areas in the spring.
DOMINANT TROUT CREEK FORAGE PLANTS

The bulk of winter forag·e in the Trout Creek area is derived from
the following sixteen dominant range plants:
Blue sage (Artemisia tridentata)
Brigham tea (Ephedm nevadensis)
Brown sage (Kochia vestita)
Bud sage (Artemisia spinescens)
--9-'-'F-u-r- t-h-e-r-N-o-t-e-s-on--th-e-S-tudy of Bighead".
Huffman. In NATIONAL 'WOOL GROWER. 26:
lO"Greasewood as a Poisonous Plant". By C.
J. F. Couch. U. S. Dept. Agr. Dept. Cir. 279. 4

By A. B. Clawson and W. T.
18-21. 1936.
D. Marsh, A. B. Clawson, and
pp. 1923.
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Curly grass (Hilaria jamesii)
Curly sage (Artemisia nova)
Fourwing saltbush (At1'iplex canescens)
Matchweed (GutieTrezi a sarothra e )
Rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus 1W1~s e osus
Rice grass (Oryz01Jsis hymenoi des)
Russian thistle (Balsola pesti f e1')
Salt sage (Atriplex n'/.tttallii)
Shadscale (Atriplex conferti/olia)
White cedar (Juniper-'us utahensis)
White sage (Eu1'otia lanata)
Yellow brush (Chr-ysothamnus viscid'ijlor-us)
The relative percentages of plant cover, plant consumed, and diet
of these sixteen forage plants are shown in Table 4. Curly sage and
shadscale make up over half the total forage used by sheep; curly grass
and rice grass are also important as forag,e s; bud sage is important,
although mainly in the spring. White cedar, salt sage, rabbitbrush,
fourwing saltbrush, matchweed, and certain other plants' (Table 4) are
unimportant because of low palatability or scarcity.
Table 4.-Percentages of plant cover, plant consumed, and diet of sixteen dominant Trout Creek forage plants.
P e rc e n tage of

Name
Sci e ntific

Common

Blue Sage
Brigham Tea
Brown Sage
Bud Sage
Curly Grass
Curly Sage
Fourwing Saltbush
Matchweed
Rabbitbrush
Rice Grass
Rus's ian Thistle
Salt Sage
Shadscale
White Cedar
White Sage
Yellowbrush
Others
TOTAL

Plant
Cover

- -,

A1't e?1~isia tri clentata
Ephe cl1'a n evadensis
Kochia vestita
Artem isi,a spinescens
Hilaria ja?1~ esi.i
Artemisia nov a
Atriplex canescens
G1tti en 'ezia SCL1'othrae
Ch1'ysotha?1tnus nauseosus
Oryzopsis hymenoicles
Balsola p esti je1'
Atriplex nuttallii
Atriplex confeTti foli a
Juni 1Je1'us ~ttah ens'i s

Euro!i a lana!a
Chrysoth amnus v is cicli flo1"t t s

1

2.0
~o

I

6.0
3.0
6.0
15,0
0.5
1.0
3.0
3.0
2,0
0.25
25.0
-0.25
1.0
2.0
26.0

-- - It,oo-

Plant
Consum e d Diet
- ---- ' -- -

40.4
45.0
15.0
75.0
08.0
85.0
60.0
20.0
15.0
80.0
40.0
30.0
50.0
30.0
75.0
40,0
0

2.0
4.0
2.0
5.0
11.0
31.0
0.75
0.5
1.0
6.0
2.0
0.25
30,0
0.25
2.0
2,0
0

-- - 99.75

DESCRIPTION OF SIXTEEN DO~ITNANT FORAGE PLANTS
A description and discussion of the sixteen dominant plants
believed to be of greatest importance as a source of forage on Utah's
desert ranges follows'. The term "palatability" is used to designate
th·e relative percentage value of each individual fo:oage plant, a perfect
forage plant being 100 and a worthless one O. It is based on the
amount of total volume of the plant utilized when a range is cor:'ectly
grazed. Percentage values of plant cover, of plants actually consumed
by sheep, and of plants making up the diet of the sheep are included.
The mean percentage of the nine chemical constituents of each individual
plant is' also given,
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BLUE SAGE (A1·tel11,is·ia triclentata)

One 'of western America's
most common shrubs. Alm03t
to exclusion of all other plants,
dominates thousands of square
miles of dry plains, mesas,
and hillsides. Was formerly
f'onfined m 0 s t 1 y to Great
Basin, but in recent years' has
spread from
Can a d a
t 0
Mexico and from Nebraska to
California.
Grows only 0 n
deep, well-drained, fertile soils
in areas of mediumly low
rainfall.
A large shrub, usually from
R to 5 feet high, although on
deep moist soils a height of
10 feet is 0 f ten attained.
Clos'e ly related to curly sage,
although it is taller and its
leaves, which are longer and
narrower, have the sam e
characteristic silvery color and
the three tip teeth. Large
flower clusters, inconspicuous
yellow in color, are produced
late in the summer. Stems,
from 1 to 6 and even 8 inches
in diameter, are s'omewhat
blackish in color. Possesses
Figure 1
strong sagebrush odor, easily
distinguishing it from most other species.
Not a good range forage, though in winter when lower growing
plants are covered with snow sheep frequently utilize a considerable
portion of the plant to vary their diet and to use as a maintenance
ration.
Palatability: On properly utilized winter ranges, 20 11 ; when only feed
available, 40
Percentage Value : Of plant cover, 2; of plant consumed, 40; of diet, 2
Chemical Composition
(Mean percentage)
'II

Nitrogen-free extract
Crude fib er
Crude protei n
Crude fat (ether extract)

45 . 02
23 . 89
10 .60
12.36

Ash
Cal cium
Sulfu_'
Magnesium
Phosphorus

4.86
0.71
0 . 20
0.20
0.23

J IThis fig ur e h as b een o bt a in ed from actual observatio n
o n the Trout
Cree], R :mge and d oe s n ot a g re e in very case with the acce pt e d palatability
f or th e plant.
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BRIGHAM TEA (EphedTa nevaclensis)

Practically a leafless shrub,
ranging from Utah to California and .southward to Mexico. Occurs on dry desert plains
and hot ro cky foothills. Especially well-adapted to growth
on sandy areas. Rarely abulldant and occurs' usually in
s cattered stands.
Easily recognized by it.s
greenish of bluish-green jointed stems' with two minute leaf
scales at each joint. Plant is
much branched and grows to
a height of from 2 to 4 feet.
Flowers appear in small cones'
produced at the jOints early
in the spring.

I
I

!

More or less valuable as
a forage plant, especially in
the winter when stock eat
large quantities of its numerous small green branches.

i

I·

I

L -__ _

I

It-

Figure 2

Palatability: 45; on desert ranges as high as' 70.

.

Pereelltage Value: Of plant cover, 4; of pl,ant consumed, 45; of diet, 4.
Chemical Composition
C.\I ea l1 pe!'cen tag-e)

Nitrogen-free extract
Crude fiber
Crude p:ootein
Crude fat (ether extract)

42.55
40.60
7.93
2.33

Ash
Calcium
Sulfur
Magn esium
Phosphorus

5.12
1. 79

0.15
0.32
0.12
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BRO'VN SAGE (Kochia ve stita)

Occurs' on alkaline plains
and valleys of Great Basin in
Wyoming, Colorado, and New
Mexico and westward t o California and Oregon. Typical of
h e a v y alkalin.e soils which
may be dry or fairly m oist.

.I

Has fleshy stems, which are
usually 6 to 1 2 inches high
and which grow fr om a low
woody base.
Leaves, which
are about % inch in length,
are narrowly cylindrical and
fleshy and are covered with
.<"'h ort white . hairs gIvmg a
grayish color to the plant.
Flowers are produc'e d in axils
of leaves and are not readily
seen; later in season a characteristic pinkish wi n g is
formed around the fruit.
Not valued highly as a
range plant but yields some
fo:'age on win tel' sheep ranges.

Figurc 3

Palatability : 10.
Perc ntage Value : Of plant cover , 6; of plant consumed, 15; of diet, 2 .
Chemical Composition
(Mean p e rc e ntage)

Nitrogen-free extract
Crude fiber
Crude protein
Crude fat (ether extract)

46.54
20.93

6.78
2.44

Ash
Calcium
Sulfur
Magnesium
Phosphorus

21.05

1.65
0.1S
0.91
0.06
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BUD SAGE (Art emisia spinescens)
A
rat her inconspicuous
mem ber of sagebrush group
which grows on deserts usually in the better sites, although
~" ,',
it · is often found on more or
.~.", I '.' ie'~s ' 'alkatine soils.. Occurs on
deserts· from Montana, southern Idaho, and Or'e gon and
southward to New Mexico and
California,
A low-growing semi-shrub
usually from 4 inches to 1
foot in height,
Leaves are
about Ih inch long and finely
divided, giving the plant an
almost fern-like appearance.
Leaves dry and turn brown in
middle of summer, giving the
appearance of
being dead.
Flowers are yellowish in color
and are produced in small
round
clusters
res'e mbling
buds (hence, the name). A
strong sagebrush odor is typical of th is species. Twigs 'inclined to be sharp and often
lllJure animals when the plant
is grazed too closely. An early
growing plant and is' valued
Fhnlre 4
on lam bing ranges of Great
Basin. Not regarded in most localities as dangerous, although animals
have been poisoned by it; believed to be cause of abortion.
Greatly r·e lished by grazing animals, es,ecially sheep.
in spring.

Ch~efly

grazed

Palatability: On spring ranges, 75; on desert winter ranges, 85.
Percentage Value: Of pl:mt cover, 3; of plant consumed, 75; of diet :;.
Chemical Composition
(Mean percentage)

Nitrogen-free extract
Crude fiber
Crude protein
Crude fat (ether extract)

35.50
23.74
17.49
1. 72

Ash
Calcium
Sulfur
Magnesium
Phosphorus

21.55
1.86
0.26
0.49
0.30
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CURLY GRASS (Hilari a j am esii )

,

A rather coarse mat grass
confined to desert ranges of
Utah and adjoining states to
:.
, ..
southwest. Easily distinguished
..
. ..
from other desert grasses by
.
coarse tough leaves which curl
..
back when dry and by tufts
of white hair at nodes. Leaves
are seldom more than 2 or 3
inches long; flower stalks frequently reach a height of 1
foot.
Ext rem ely resistant to
trampling and heavy grazing
because of its tough , creeping
underground stems.
Resists
long dry periods; whe n wet,
resumes growth immediately,
s e n din g up a seed stalk.
Flow ers any tim e between
March and August. When mature, seeds and all chaff or
glumes drop off, leaving a
ba r'e seedstalk.
Grows in dry valleys' and
hillsides, usually where soil
is somewhat sandy or gravelly.
Readily eaten by stock, esp ocially cattle;
almost too
Figure I>
tough for maxim urn use by
sheep, except in spring and early summer.

.....---: - - ...- - --.. "':".-~ ..

'

:

, •

•

'

i '

{

/

•

Palatability: 60 12.
Percentage Value : Of plant cover, 6; of plant consumed, 80; of diet, 11.
Chemical Composition
(Me an perce ntage)

Nitrogen-free extract
Crude fiber
Crude protein
Crude fat ( ether extract)

50.08
33.55
3.44
0.94

Ash
Calcium
Sulfur
Magnesium
Phosphorus

13.35
0.40
4.14
0.15
0.07

12This figure has be e n obtain e d from actual obs e rvation on the Trout
Creek Range and do e s n o t a gree in e ve r y c as e with th e a cce pt e d palatability
for th plan t.
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CURLY SAGE (Artemisia nova)
". . .

~---:

.-.-.--,;!~.

- --..-

~ ~.

··.i

.I

Fh::l1 .... e 0

A true s'agebrush and grows
on well-drained soils which
are often rocky and low in
fertility. Found on plains and
hillsides and dry mountains
to a considerable elevation but
never in wet valleybottoms.
Forms a rather dense cover
over large areas from Montana south to New Mexico and
eastward to Arizona, Nevada,
and Oregon. Especially common in northern and central
Utah.
The true sage brush odor
may be readily noted, which
distinguishes it from other
desert plants.
Usually not
over 1 or 2 feet in height.
Stems are hard and woody,
having black or dark gray
bark. Leaves are silvery gray
and have three blunt points
or teeth at the tip. Flowers,
which appear late in summer,
are an inconspicuous yellow.
One of the most valuable
desert shrubs' and highly relished by sheep on winter
ranges.

Palatability: 80.
Percentage Value: Of plant cover, 15; of plant consumed, 85; of diet, 31.
Chemical Composition
(Mean p e rcentage)

Nitrogen-free extract
Crude fiber
Crude protein
Crude fat ( ether extract)

46.11
26.30
8.82
10.89

Ash
Calcium
Sulfur
Magnesium
Phosphorus

5.53
0.75
0.20
0.28
0.20
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FOURWING SALTBUSH (Atripl ex canescens)

• i

Figure '1

One of the larger desert
shrubs, usually 3 to 5 feet
tall. Confined more or less
closely to valleybottoms where
s'oil is deep, somewhat alkaline, and fairly moist. Occurs
in scattered stands throughout most of. Utah, Nevada, and
',,"yoming and occasionally in
adjacent states such as Arizona and New Mexico.
Leaves are narrow and 1 or
more inches in length, with
a blunt tip. Branches' are often sharp-pointed and brittle
and hence easily broken by
grazing animals. Because of
this and the fact that its
large fruits are highly relished by stock, fourwing saltbush is rath-er rare on overgrazed ranges .
While this' shrub contains
poisonous principles,
under
ordinary int.ensities of grazing stock are seldom, if ever,
poisoned by it. Not dangerous
in Utah; in fact, one of the
best of its des e r t forage
plants.

Palatability: On most desert rangeS' of Utah, 60; in local areas, as low
as 35 ~
Percentage Value: Of plant cover, 0.5; of plant consumed, 60; of diet,
0.75.

Chemical Composition
(M ean percentage)

Nitrogen-free extract
Crude fiber
Crude protein
Crude fat (ether extract)

49.81
20.16
9.96
2.04

AS'h
Calcium
Sulfur
Magnesium
Phosphorus

15.03
1.68
0.45
0.74
0.14
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MATCHWEED (Gutier'r ezia sarothrae)
One of the most widespread
of desert shrubs, occurring in
varying amounts throughout
all of the drier lands of the
United States, west of the
Dakotas, Nebraska, Kansas,
and Texas. US'ually found on
dry, well-drained s'Oils, often
as a weed invader following
overgrazing or abandonment
of cultivated lands.
Is a s·e mi-shrub in that it
sends up herbaceous branches
from a low woody crown and
dies back to this' crown each
winter. Seldom over a foot
in height. Branches straight
and upright, resembling long
match sticks. Leaves are long
and narrow, often having a
sticky "feel". Flowers, which
app,e ar in late summer, are
bright yellow.
Practically val ueless throughout most of the West as a forage. Seldom eaten by cattle,
but on parts of · winter deserts
.-- - - - - -_. . - - ,
of Great Basin sheep utilize
it to some extent, proba!Jly
Figure 8
because of lack of better feed.
Probably poisonous to stock if eaten in sufficient quantity, but under
range conditions not enough is eaten to cause injury.

r --.- -.-- . .

..- . - - - -...

...,-.~-

__

Palatability: 15.
Percentage Value: Of plant cover, 3; of plant consumed, 15; of diet, 1.
Chemical Composition
(Mean percentage)

Nitrogen-free extract
Crude fiber
Crude protein
Crude fat (ether extract)

48.07
29.79
5.98
9.94

Ash
Calcium
Sulfur
Magnesium
Phosphorus

5.11
1.24
0.21
0.28
0.88
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(Ohrysoth arnnus n auseosus)

A shrub closely related to
yellowbrush, although ordinarily much taller. Grows in
areas having slightly better
moisture than those s'u pporting
yellow brush. (Yellowbrush
usually grows on benches and
hillsides, whereas rabbitbrush
grows on
bottomlands, ,e s'pecially where soil is heavy
and alkaline but not wet.)
Most abundant in the Great
Basin but occurs throughout
western United States, extending from Canada to Mexico.
Easily distinguished from
yellow brush by white hairy
covering on stem, especially
on new growth. Leaves are
longer and narrower and not
twisted. Flowers are bright
yellow and grow in large clusters.

Fi~re

Not valuable as a forage
plant and in most areas not
eaten by stock, exc'e pt for a
few flower heads.

9

Palatability: On Utah desert ranges, if used heavily for winter gra3ing, 20
Percentage Value: Of plant cover, 1; of plant consumed, 20; of diet, 0.5.
Chemical Composition
(M e an p e rc e ntage )

Nitrogen-free extract
Crude fiber
Crude protein
Crude fat ( ether extract)

46.62
27.79
5.81
13.07

Ash
Calcium
Sulfur
Magnesium
Phosphorus

5.31
0.73
0.15
0.22
0.14

A
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RICE GRASS (Oryzopsi s hymenoicles)

A ch ar acteristic bunch grass
of pla ins' and foo ~ hills throughout inte::,mou nta in r egion from
Ca n a da to Mexico. W as . ext r.emely abundant at one time
over all of U tah's d e s e r t
ranges but
has
d iminished
considerably in volume during recent years. Grows only
on sandy or loose well-aerated
Ilravelly soils. Ext r ' e mel y
drought-resistant but is found
also in areas of rather high
rainfall, such as rocky hillsides or h i g her m ountain
ranges.
Does n ot form a mat but
rather a well-defined bunch
which is frequently a foot or
m ore across and from 1 t o 2
feet in height. Leaves' are
abundant and fine, becoming
somewhat t 0 ugh with age.
Early in the summer a fruit
stalk is developed, which later
bear s n u merou s r ound black
fruits surrou n ded by characteristic small white hairs.
Becaus'e of its t oughnes's is
Figure 10
consider ed abe t t e r cattle
than sheep feed, alth ough it is , ulilized heavily by sheep, especialiy in
the spr ing.
Palatability: On cattle range, 85; on winter sheep range, 75.
Percentage Value: Of plant cover, 3; of plant consumed, 80; of diet, 6.
Chemical Composition
(M e an p e rc e ntage )

Nitrogen-free extract
Crude fiber
Crude protein
Crude fat (ether extract)

45.66
37.45
4.54
1.36

Ash
Calcium
Sulfur
Magnesium
Phosphorus

...:....

8.51
0.43
0. 1 4
0.15
0.05
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RUSSIAN THISTLE (Salsola lJestite1")

An annual weed, introduced
from Russia, which in recent
years __has . become widespread
in the United States. Extremely common throughout
the desert plains and foothills in soilS', wet or dry,
sandy or clayey. A "tumbleweed", so-called because it is
blown about by the wind,
d r 0 p pin g its multitude ot
highly viable seeds and making of itself a serious weed
pest.
Cove!"s' thousands 0 t
acres in Utah, e s pee i a I I y
abandoned cultivated I and s
and overgrazed range lands,
almost to exclusion of all
other plants.
Easily recognized because ot
-its almost perfect spherical
shape and its characteristic
spine-like scaly leaves.
Is eaten inconsiderable
quantities by stock, once accustomed to it. Too "washy"
in the spring -while still green
to be considered as desirable
Figure 11
feed; later, in the summer
when the leaves have become'
dry, it is too sharp to be eaten in quantity. When snow softens the
plant in the winter, large quantities are frequently consumed; a good
feed in many sections', provided it is eaten along with other plants.
Annual variation in the volume of its growth detracts greatly from its
range value.
Palatability: 30 to 40.

Percentage

"~allle:

Of plant cover, 2; of plant consumed , 40; of d:et, 2.
Chemical Composition
(Mean p e r ce ntag e )

Nitrogen-free extract
Crude fiber
Cr ude protein
Crude fa t ( ether extract)

41.35
36.95
7.69
1.39

AS'h
Calcium
Sulfur
Magnesium
Phosphorus

10.75
2.10
0.17
0.69
0.11
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SALT SAGE (At?'iplex nuttallii)

A low silvery shrub · characteristic of dry alkaline deserts,
especially where the soil is
heavy. Few shrubs are more
resistant to alkali. Grows as
far north as Canada, but attains its best growth in Wyoming, Utah, and Colorado. .
Usually not over a foot high
and grows from a woody base.
Branches frequently are spread
along the ground for considerable distances before turning upwards;
branches extremely brittle and e a S'i 1 y
broken by grazing animals.
Leaves are thick and semifleshy, long and narrow, and
usually covered with a grayish or silvery scale.
Produces inconspicuous green
flowers early in spring. Later,
small fruits appear which are
cove:ed with thickened winge
almost like b I u n t spines;
these fruits are extremely
nourishing.
Valuable forage plant on
desert ran,ges, especially i n
Figure 12
Wyoming and Utah; furnishes
abundance of feed for sheep as well as for cattle.
PalatabOity: On Utah desert sheep ranges, 35; on local areas, 50.
Percentage Value: Of plant cover, 0.25;
0.25.

of

plant consumed, 30;

of diet,

Chemical Co.m position
(Mean .percentage)

Nit:'ogen-free extract
Crude fiber
Crude protein
Cru de fat (ether extract)

44.18
24.02
8.00
2.05

Ash
Calcium
Sulfur
Magn esium
Phosphorus

20.31
1.93
0.59
0.74
0.11
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SHADSCALE (Atriplcx con!e1'ti !olia)

Probably Utah's most important forage shrub on dry
alkaline desert. Grows' well on
poor rocky soils and is extremely drought- and alkaliresistant. Dominates large sections of valleybottoms, mes'a s,
and low hillsides from Wyoming to southern Idaho and
southward to Mexico and westward to California.
Usually from 1 to 2 feet
in height. Its numerous stiff
brittle branches form an even
well-rounded top resembling
that of R u s s ian thistle.
Branches, e s p e cia 11 y after
heavy grazing, develop stiff
spiny tip s which frequently
InJure stock when plant is'
grazed too closely. Its small
thick leaves are almost round
and covered with white 0 r
silver scales, giving the plant
a gray color Fruits have two
large bracts at upper end
..
...:.....j
which closely resem ble the
leaves; these bracts' 0 f ten
Figure 13
turn a characteristic pink or
reddish-brown color in late
summer. Fruits 'are highly ,nutritiouS' ··and , greatly relished by stock.
Furnishes an abundance of forage on most desert ranges where it
is grazed heavily by both cattle and sheep. Both leaves and fruits are
nutritious.
.'.

~

Palatability: 35; in local areas as high as 50.
Percen~'l.·ge

Value: Of plant cover, 25; of plant conS'umed, 50; of diet, 30.
Chemical Composition
(Mean perce ntage)

Nitrogen-free extract
Crude fiber
Crude protein
Crude fat (et her extr act)

37.47
34.50
7.42
1.14

Ash
Calcium
Sulfur
Magnesium
Phosphorus

17.34
1.94
0.32
0.45
0.08
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\ VHITE CEDAR (Juni p e'r u s uta h ensi s)

Most common
of
Utah 's
foothill junipers. Often grows
so dense on dry hills'ides as
to prevent other plants from
gaining a foothold. Occurs in
considerable abundance in a
belt between true desert ranges
and mountain ranges from
southern Idaho to western
Colorado and New Mexico and
westward to California. Dom".
inates on most of Uta h ' s
spring-fall ran g e, lambing
!
"j
uS'ually taking place in the
!
vegetative belt dominated by
this species. Greatest value not
for forage but as a source for
fence-posts and fuel.
I
Small scale-like overlapping
:! leaves and rather large round
fruits , containing usually a
single hard seed. From 10 to
30 feet in height, with a
shreddy barked trunk often
as' much as 2 or 3 feet in
diameter.
(These semi-trees
or.
are sometimes said to be the
oldest living things in the
intermountain region.)
Fhture 14
Animals
(especially goats
and d-eer) frequently " exhibit a fondness" for its "large fruits; they also
eat the foliage to 'some extent in extremely cold weather, doubtless because of its high fat and oil content. In winters of heavy snowfall the
white cedar is used to considerable extent by big game.

,
I

Palatability ": On properly utilized r a n ges , 5; with somewhat excessive
u t ilization, 30.
Percentage Value : Of plant cover, 0.25;
diet , 0.25 .

of plant consumed, 30;

of

Chemical Composition
(M ean perc entage )

Nitrogen-free extract
Crude fib e r
Crude protein
Crude fa t (ether extract)

49.72
21.49
6.32
15.91

Ash
Calcium
Sulfur
Magnesium
Phosphorus

4.45
1.56
0.11
0.24
0.17
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W'IDTE SAGE (Eurotia lanata)

A low silvery white plant,
which at one time occupied a
prominent place among desert
shrubs; now greatly depleted
becaus'e of avidity with which
stock consume it. Occurs in
dry and frequently alkaline
soils throughout the United
States west of Nebraska and
Texas. Usually found on plains
or valley bottoms mixed with
other desert shrubs, s'e ldom
occurring as a pure stand.
Sends up each year a n umo;
ber 0 f rat her herbaceous
stems from a woody base;
these stems are usually a foot
in height. Strap-shaped leaves
are about . 1 inch long and
covered with white hairs, giving them a s i I v e r y col.o r.
Abundance of smaH fruits produced which are heavily beset
with white hairs, giving an
appearance of a ball of cotton.
Fruits are highly nutritious
and greatly relished 1;>y stock;
their fattening qualities have
Figure 15
given rise to the com m 0 n
name , "winter fat".
Universally recognized as superior feed for all classes of domestic
stock as well as' for big game animals. Greatest value is as a winter
feed for sheep.
Palatability: 70 to 75.
Percentage Value: Of plant cover, 1; of plant consumer, 75; of diet, 2.
Chemical Composition
(Me an p e rc e ntage )

Nitrogen-free extract
Crude fiber
Crude protein
Crude fat ( ether extract)

42.66
35.58
8.28
2.00

AS'h
Calcium
Sulfur
Magnesium
Phosphorus

9.00
1.83
0.17
0.45
0.10
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YELLOWBRUSH (Chrysothamnus viscidiflorus)

A low-growing desert shrub
not unlike matchweed in .app'e arance and habitat. GrowS'
abundantly
on
well-drained
- benchlands and hillsides, especially where the soil is rocky
and low in fertility, reaching
from Washington south to
California and eastward to
Montana and Colorado.
Leaves are somewhat wider
than those of matchweed; they
are strap-shaped and frequently have a full twist in the
middle. Ste ms' are woody and
usually only 1 or 2 feet high,
though they may attain a 5foot height.
Flowers, which
appear in late summer, are
rich yellow in color. Seeds
bear a fringe of characteristic
long white hairs which are not
present on matchweed seeds.
Not considered valuable for
fo!'age in most of its range.
Fignre 1.6

Palatability: 20 or less. (On desert winter ranges, especially those used
by sheep, as high as 40.)
Percentage Value; Of plant cover, 2; of plant consumed, 40; of diet, 2.
Chemical Composition
(Mean percentage)

Nitrogen-free extract
Crude fiber
Crude protein
Crude 'fat (ether extract)

46.79
32.03
5.79
7.69

Ash
Calcium
Sulfur
Magnesium
Phosphorus

5.85
1.96
0.51
0.26
0.11
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COMPOSITION AND NUTRITIVE VALUE OF SIXTEEN
DOMINANT FORAGE PLANTS
GENERAL STATEMENT

Thirty-four chemical nutrients are recognized as being required by
most animals. Of these chemical nutrients, the following are inorganic
elements: Sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, manganese, iron,
copper, chlorine, iodine, phosphorus, and sulfu:,. Some of these inorganic elements are used in large quantities; mature animals usually
require less than do growing animals; milk cows require large quantiti€S of calcium and phosphorus; sheep need more sulfur than do cattle. Large quantities of phospho:'us, calcium, and magnesium are required by all animals, whereas traces of copper and iodine are sufficient. Fifteen amino acids are probably necessary in the ration as W€l1
as six vitamins and the fat-like compound, linoleic or linolenic acid. All
animals apparently require some source of glucose. The ideal ration includes a corr·e ct p:'oportion of all of these el ements and compounds.
The nutritive value of any subs tance may be determined either
chem ically or biologically. Chemically, an acc u r ate det ermination is
possible for fats, carbohyd rates, a nd mineral constituents, but the
determination of crude protein is a more o ~ less rough measure of the
biological value of the specific protein. No satisfactory chemical method
is now available for de termining the vitamin content of feeds. Biologically, the analysis of feeds is made by fe eding animals under controlled conditions and by noting the result whi ch, af ter all, is the final
standard by which the nutritive value of any fe ed can be judged.
Wh·e n properly interpreted, the chemical analysis yields valuable information concerning the nutritive value of plants, and for this reason
the chemical composition of the sixteen dominant forage plants found
on the Trout Creek desert range is included in Bulletin 277.
CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS

The chemical constituent s composing the bodies of the sixteen
dominant forage plants found in the Trout Creek area may be roughly
divided in to the following groups: (1) Moisture , (2) volatile matter
other than moisture, and (3) ash.
When plants are heated from 12 to 16 hours at a temperatur'e of
100 C. (212 F.) the water is driven off and the residue (dry matter)
remains. It is customary to consider the composition of all grains and
plants' on the dry basis-necessarily so, since the moisture content
varies greatly with species ; - age, and various storage conditions.
Upon burning, the dried plant decomposes and the carbon, hyd:'ogen,
oxygen, nitrogen, and some of the sulfur pass off in the form of gaseous
compounds. It is' from this volatile part of the plant (fats, carbohydrates, and proteins) that the animal obtains its energy. A limited
amount is used to build muscles, nerves, connective tissue, and the
Hke. This volatile matter may be divided into four groups: (1) Crude
protein~ (2) crude fat, (3) crud·e fiber, and (4) nitrogen-free extract.
The non-volatile residue of burned plantS' is commonly considered
as a valueless plant constituent. The ash , howev·e r, is as essential as
are the volatile constituents; it not only furnishes building material
but also regulates body processes. Its importance may be illustrated by
the following: From two groups of selected animals one group is given
a diet containing the necessary carbohydrates, fats, proteins, vitamins,
and water, all of which have been carefully freed of ash; to a second
0

0
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group nothing but water is given. Animals on the ash-free diet die
S'ooner than those in the latter group. In many districts malnutrition
is induced by the use of rations containing insufficient or inappropriate
ash constituents. Those which may be lacking and which have been
determined in the analyses of the sixteen dominant forage plants are
calci 1.lID, magnesium, phosphorus, and sulfur.
Crude Protein
Most of the nitrogen-carrying compounds in the bodies of both
plants and animals are proteins, complex organic compounds composed
of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur. Some proteins also
contain phosphorus', iron~ copper, and iodine as well as certain other
elements. Proteins, decomposed either by acids or by the digestive process of animals, yield some nineteen or twenty amino acids. In the
protein molecule the amino acids are linked together to produce the
mosaic of various proteins, somewhat as the twenty-six letters of the
alphabet are grouped together to form various wo:ds. During metabol-

KIND OF FORAGE

PERCENT AGE OF CRUDE PROTEIN

BUD SAGE - ARTEMISIA SPINESCENS
BLUE SAGE - ARTEMISIA TRIDENTATA

..

a

FOURWING SALTBUSH - ATRIPLEX CANESCENS

"Ida

CURLY SAGE - ARTEMISIA

22IJ

NOVA

WHITE SAGE - EUROTIA LANATA
SALT SAGE - ATRIPLEX

NUTTALL"

d

o/ZZZA

VA

BRIGHAM TEA - EPHEDRA NEVADENSIS
RUSSIAN THISTLE - SAL SOLA PESTIFER

2?ZZZZJ

SHADSCALE - ATRIPLEX CONFERTIFOLIA
BROWN SAGE - KOCHIA VESTITA

@
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WHITE CEDAR - JUNIPERUS UTAHENSIS

_ _""-uu..Z:.4.:J_ _ _....J

MATCHWEED - GUTIERREZIA SAROTHRAE

~A! I

RABBITBRUSH - CHRYSOTHAMNUS NAUSEOSUS
YELLOWBRUSH - CHRYSOTHAMNUS VISODIFLORUS
RICE GRASS - ORYZOPSIS HYMENOIDES

I

6*?ZZ4

ZlJ

g
~

D::J
~ MAXIMUM CJ \2t-.--'--:4!-...........6t-.-'-lat-.-'-!tb'="."""----:<12'="....."..,14':-."""----:<16.>::-'-7.!t8.

CURLY GRASS - HILARIA JAMESII

ILEGEND

MINIMUM _

MEAN

Figure 17.-Showing mInImum. meltn. and maximum percentages
l)rotein in the sixteen forage plants analyzed.

of crude

ism the amino acids are sorted ·and used by the animal in building its
tissue in much the same fashion as the printer s:elects various letters
to form certain words. Proteins so built are dependent upon available
amino acids. The most nutritious proteins are those which carry incorrect proportion the necessary amino acids'. In addition to "true" proteins, plants contain other nitrogenous constituents of simpler composition; these vary with different plants, most of them being similar to
the ones resulting from the breaking down of the crude protein and
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usually having high nutritive value either as tissue-builders or as energy-yielders. The total nitrogen is determined by the Kjeldahl method,
the resulting figure being multiplied by 6.25, which gives the amount
of crude protein. If this is digestible and comes from plant leaves, it
usually has high biological value .
Results for crude protein content obtained from analysis' of sixteen
dominant forage plants are given in Figure 17. Each mean ' represents
from five to twelve separate analyses made on samples collected from
various places in the Trout Creek area. Bud sage is' an exception and
represents determinations for two samples only. A slight variation is
apparent in the composition of these two samples of bud sage, while
among the ten samples of Russian thistle and white cedar is a wide
variation due to soil, locality, age, and amount . of moisture received
during growth. Variation is f .H greater between different kinds of
forage than within the species. In calculating the feeding ration, stockmen are advised to use the mean. By way of comparison, the average
crude protein content of a number of stock feeds is indicated in
Table 5. The composition of these eight feeds varies but not so widely as
does the composition of the sixteen dominant forage plants analyzed.
Table 5.-Average percentage of crude protein found in eight common
stockfeeds.
Stockfe e d

Cottons,e ed Meal
Wheat Bran
Alfalfa Hay
Oats

I
I

P e rce ntage
C rud e Prote in

45
16
15
12

S t oc k f e e d

Timothy Hay
Oat Straw
Barley Straw
Beet Tops

P e rce n tag e
C rud e Protein

6
4
3
2

Only one fo:-a ge pla nt , bud sage , is as rich in crude protein as is
alfalfa. White ceda r, matchweed, rabbitbrush, and yellow brush have a
mean protein percentage content equal to that of timothy hay, whereas rice grass and curly grass carry no more crude protein than do the
oat and barley straws. It is thus quite certain that th ese particular
forage plants should be supplemented wi t h some concentrate high in
crude protein,
Crude Fat (Ether Extract)
The term crude fat" (ether extract) is' applied to a heterogeneous
mixtur,e of substances which are soluble in ether and which have no
greasy 'feel" . They are richer in carbon and nitrogen and poorer in
oxygen than are the carbohydrates. For this reason, one pound of fat
yields approximately 2.25 times as much energy as does one pound of
carbohydrate. Such substances produce fats when fed to animals, but
their main function is the furnishing of energy. At least one acid of
the unsaturated fatty-acid series, linoleic or linolenic acid, ' should be
included in the animal's diet, if it is to function normally. Vitamins
A, D, and E also occur in crude fat. Feeding tests are necessary to
determine both quantity and: specific vitamin in the crude fat.
Figure 18 shows the maximum, mean, and minimum percentages of
crude fat present in these sixteen dominant forage plants.
A wide
variation is' apparent in the crude fat of 'the same plants grown in
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PERCENTAGE OF CRUDE FAT

WHITE CEDAR-JUNIPERUS UTAHENSIS

zZZZl

za

RABBIT BRUSH - CHRYSOTHAMNUS NAUSEOSUS
BLUE SAGE - ARTEMISIA TRIDENTATA
CURLY SAGE - ARTEMISIA

2VzZZZWZZl

NOVA

mZl

MATCHWEED - GUTIERREZIA SAROTHRAE
YELLOWBRUSH - CHRYSOTHA MNUS

vaZZZd

C::::=====:::J

_ _II".Z<
?2:2?/Z',iz:ZZZZZ?La

VlSCIDIFL~US

~

BROWN SAGE- KOCHIA VEST ITA
BRIGHAM TEA - EPHEDRA NEVADENSIS

~

SALT SAGE-ATRIPLEX NUTTALL II

IIZZ[:::J

FOURWING SALT BUSH - ATRIPLE.X CANESCENS

~

WHITE SAGE- EUROTIA LANATA
BUD SAGE - ARTEMISIA SPINESCENS
RUSSIAN THISTLE - SALSOLA

PESTIFER

RICE GRASS - ORYZOPSIS HYMENOIDES
SHADSCALE - ATR IPLEX CONFERTIFQ...IA
CURLY GRASS - HILARIA JAMESII
\LEGEND MINIMUM _
M~AN W MAXIMUM

Figure 1 .-

IZC.J
~T'----!---'-:t-'"---;;-""""'"---:''::-'--:-'::-"'-:+-'--:-':-'
I. 2.
8. 10. 12. 14. 16.17.

01 0

4. 6.

h ow in g mll11111um. mel'l.n, and maximum percentages of crulle
fat in t.h e sixteen f o r ag · plants anal yzetl.

different lo calitiEs or cCi llected at diffe rent stages of growth. Some
samples of yellowbrush contain five times as much crude fat as is
fou n d in others. Howeve:-, the mean of white cedar is thirty times
as high as that of curly grass; whether the one would be thirty times'
as nutritiou s, measured in its fat content, would depend upon the
specific fats -and their digestibility. It is interesting to observe that all
except bud sage, Russian thistle, rice grass, shadscale, and curly grass
contain more crude fat than do es alfalfa hay. White cedar contains
eight times as mu ch crnde fat as is found in alfalfa; if digestible, the
energy-yi elding value of white cedar is extremely high. In the crudefat group are the fat-soluble vitamins, and in the light of these analyses
it is' probable that the beneficial results expe:-ienced by the early Utah
settlers from a tea-drink made from some of these plants resulted from
the intake of certain vitamins, unknown to them at that time . On a
restricted winter diet, early Utah pioneers often received sufficient
quantities of vitamins, intuitively obtained from native herbs.
Crude Fiber

Crude fiber is that portion of the plant which withstands boiling
in weak acids and alkalies. It is the woody coating of plant cells and
is comp osed of cellulose, lignins, and other resistant comp ounds'. Its
presence is important because feeds high in fiber are less digestible
a n d hen ne less' D utritive than those low in fiber . Due to the presen ce
of bacteria in the alimentary canal wh~ch renders it soluble, crude
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fiber can be diges te d to a limited extent by cattle, horses', and sheep;
for other livestock and for man it has little or no nu t ritive value. When
large quantities of concentrates are used, however, crude fiber furnishes t h e nec'e ssary buIlL The various percentages of crude fiber for
the sixteen dominant forage plants of the Trout Creek area are indicated in Figure 1 9.
KIND OF FORAGE

PERCENTAGE OF CRUDE FIBER

BRIGHAM TEA - EPHEDRA NEVADENSIS

2ZI

RICE GRASS - ORYZOPSIS - HYMENOIDES

@

RUSSIAN THISTLE - SALSOLA PESTIFER

??7Z/VZJ

V/ZVzzm

WHITE SAGE - ·EUROTIA LANATA
SHADSCALE - ·ATRIPLEX CONFERTIFOLIA

2l/A

VZ?VZ1!

CURLY GRASS - HILARIA JAMESII .
YELLOWBRUSH - CHRYSOTHAMNUS VISCIDIFL.:ORUS

WVlZ?d

MATCHWEED - GUTIERREZIA SAROTHRAE

?/?//A

RABBITBRUSH - CHRYSOTHAMNUS NAUSEOSUS
CURLY SAGE - ARTEMISIA

J!

NOVA

/A
db

SALT SAGE· - ATRIPLEX NUTTALLII

?2?Zl

BLUE SAGE - ARTEMISIA TRIDENTATA
B~D

SAGE - ARTEMISIA SPINESCENS

_

ZZ/d

?J!

WHITE CEDAR - JUNIPERUS UTAHENSIS

vzm

BROWN SAGE - KOCHIA VESTITA

FOURWING SALTSUSH - ATRIPLEX CANESCENS ~~Z~//~2~/I?~-':-::+:--'--I--'--+~-I
ILEGEND : MINIMUM : MEAN ~ : MAXIMUM
15. 20. 2'5 . · 30. 35. 40. 45.

c::::J 1'b.

Figure i9.-Showi ng mInImum, mean. and maximum percent ages
fiber in the sixteen forage plants analyzed.

of

crude

The amo unt of crude fiber varies in the same species, old plants
carrying much more than young plants; great variation is found in the
same species. Leaves, sterns, and stalks of s ome plants are tender,
while in other plants they are woody . Brigham tea ca-ries 2.5 times as
much crude fiber as does either brown sage or fourwing saltbush. The
former is composed of 40 per cent crude fiber, most of which is indigestible. Corn contains but 2.3 per cent crude fiber; wheat, 3.0 per
cent, and oats (because of their woody hull), 10.6 per cent. Alfalfa hay
carries even more crude fiber, varying from 20 to 36 per cent (or even
higher), depending on its age and leaf content; compared with stalks,
alfalfa leaves are low in fiber content. Of the sixteen dominant forage
plants analyzed, all except six have a mean fib er content of over 20
per cent. Forage plants with a high cr ude fiber content and a low fat
and protein content have a low nutritive value and must be supplemented with feeds r ich in arbohydrates, fats, and proteins . Rice g r ass is an
illustration of this type of fo:'age plant.
Nitrogen-fr~e Extract
Nitrogen-free extr act in plants is d etermined as follows: The sum
of the percentages of cru de prote ~ n, cr ude fat, crude fiber, a nd as h is
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subtracted from 100 , the remainder being the amount of nitrogen-free
extract. This subst an ce is composed of a ~eterogeneouS' group of
nitrogen-free compounds and includes the more soluble carbohydrates,
such as glucose, sucrose, maltose, and the starches.
Practically all
hemicelluloses and th e more solub le portions of the celluloses and
pentosans are include d in this group as well as' organic acids and
Vitamins Band C. this group playing an important part in normal
growth and metabolism . Glu cose is essential for the proper metab olism
of fats. The pr~mary function of nitrogen-free extract, however, is th~
furnishing of energy. The materialS' may be burned immediately, the
energy appearing either as heat or as work; these materials may also
be transform e d into fats and deposited in the fat depots of the body
for future us e. Minimum , mean , and maximum percentages of nitrogenfree extract of the sixteen dominant forag e plants of the Trout Greek
Range are shown in Figure 20.
PERCENT AGE OF
NITROGEN FREE EXTRACT

KIND OF FORAGE

Wl 2 lA
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WHITE SAGE - EUROTIA LANATA
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BRIGHAM TEA - EPHEDRA NEVADENSIS
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RUSSIAN THISTLE - SAL SOLA PESTIFER
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Figure 20.-Showing minimum, m e an , and max i mum p e rc e nta g e s of nitrog en-free ext r u ct in th e sixteen forage p la nts a nalyz e d .

In n itro gen-f ree extract of t he same species a v a r iation of from 5
to 25 p er cen t is apparen t between m inim u m a nd m a xim um p er cen tages.
due t o diff er en ce in age, pr op o rtion of leaves to s t a lks , a nd to soil
and climatic condition s; a gr·e at diffe r en ce is a lso a ppar ent among different sp ecies . EnergY-YIeldin g nu t ri en ts carried by different forage
plan t S', t h er e for e, vary cons id erably .
Corn, wheat, barley, and rye ca rry a nitrogen-free extract of approximately 70 per cent; variou s dry h a ys earry from 30 to 40 per cent.
Generally speaking, these sixteen dominant range forage plants, high
in energy-bearing cons tituents, are low in proteins. Nitrogen-free extract,
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theretore, must be supplemented either with concentrates or roughages
high in protein.
Ash
After plants have · been burned at. a dull red heat, a residue (ash)
remains. The heat has driven off the carbon, hydrogen , oxygen , nitrogen, and part of the sulfur, leaving only the mineral constituents. The
ash includ·e s both minerals originally present as electrolytes and in
combination with organic substances. AnimalS' r equire sulfur in its
organic form. Some organic combinations, especially of phosphorus,
may es cape digestion and hence are valueless. Ash constitu ents arc
usually divided into acid- and base-builde rs. Sulfur and phosphorus
belong to the first group and calcium, magnesium, so dium , and potassium to the base-building group. When acid elements predominatP- ,
an acid food res ults; conversely, when basic elem en ts predominate, a
basic food results'. In gene::oal, con centrat.es are acidic and roughages
basic.
It was once thought t hat by supplying salt t o the r ation all mineral
require ments had been met. Later it was fCUild t hat iodine might b e
lacking ; still later it was r ealized t hat animals might receive an
abundance of natural-grown feed and yet s uffer from a lack of certain
mineral ' elements, especially phosphorus and s ulfur. It is now recognized tha t careful consideration must be given to t he quality as well
as the quantity of ash in th e die t. The vari ou s pe::ocen tages of ash in
the s'ixtee n dominan t forage plants from t h e Trou t Creek area are
shown in Fig ure 21.

KIND OF FORAGE

PERCENT AGE OF ASH
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Figure 21.-Showing mmimum, m ean, and m ax imum p e rc e ntage s of a s h
th e sixteen fora ge plants analyz e d.
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Two remarkable facts are revealed in the ash analyses of these
sixteen forage plants: (1) The oc·currence of large quantities of ash in
some of the samples of bud sage and the presence in six differ,e nt plants
of over 20 per cent ash and (2) the great variation in ash of the same
species, a result of age, soil, and amount of water received during plant
growth 13. The percentage of ash is usually higher in roughages than in
concentrates; seeds vary less in composition than do either stalks or
leaves.
Some samples of w1;lite cedar and blue sage contained only slightly
higlier quantities of ash than are contained in oats, which have from
3 to 4 per cent. Alfalfa, with its 8 to 10 per cent of ash, is richer than
about half the forage samples analyzed. It is highly probable that ash
may be a limiting factor in animal nutrition where the ration is limited
to some fo:oage plants containing but limited quantitieS'.
Calciwn
Calcium phosphate and calcium carbonate make up approximately
40 per cent of the body weight, a deficiency of either in the diet resulting in soft, malformed bones. An abundance of calcium, however, does
not necessarily insure proper bone formation, unless conditions are
satisfactory. A proper ratio of calcium to phosphorus and a sufficient
amount of Vitamin D (to allow for metabolism of the calcium) are
both necessary; otherwise, an adequate amount of sunlight is required
to allow the transformanc,e of the pro-vitamin into Vitamin D.
The calcium salts which occur in the tissues and the blood are
essential to the life and well-being of all animals, an insufficient
quantity or in the wrong p:'oportion causing irritability and extreme
nervousness.
Constant calcium loss from the body occurs in the feces and urine;
in the lactating animal larger quantities of calcium are carried away
from the body in the milk. A growing animal requires' large quantities
of calcium for the building of new structural tissue which must come
from the food consumed. The lack of this important constituent is not
apparent if a liberal allowance of legumes, grown on a soil rich in
calcium, is included in the ration. The concentrates are low in calcium
(wheat containing but 0.03 % ), while roughages contain higher amounts
(alfalfa varying from 1. 0 to 2.5 % ). Alfalfa leav,e s are richer in calcium
than are its' stalks, and alfalfa grown on calcareous soil is higher in
calcium than that grown on non-calcareous soil. Similarly, legumes are
richer in calcium than non-legumes and young plants richer in calcium
than old ones.
The sixteen dominant forage plants analyzed (Figure 22) contained
sufficient calcium to meet the need of growing animals. In feeding any
of these forage plants, however, the ration · must contain a sufficient
quantity of phosphorus'. As the amount of calcium in the ration increases, the amount of phosphorus must correspondingly increase. For
optimum growth, approximately twice as much calcium as phosphorus
is required.
13"The Mineral Content of Grains". By J. E. Greaves and C. T. Hirst.
Utah Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 210. 58 pp. 1929.
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??21

MATCHWEED - GUTIERREZIA SAROTHRAE
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.
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I
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RABBIT BRUSH - CRYSOTHAMNUS NAUSEOSUS

~
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~
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~

CURLY GRASS - HILARIA JAMESII
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Figure 22.-Showing minlmum . m ea n , a nd m ax imu m p er c entage s of c alcium
in the si x t e en fo r ag e pl a nts a n a l y z ed.

Magnesium

The animal body conta ins thirty-two times' as much calcium as
magnesi um. Small as is the qu a ntity of magnesium in the animal body,
it is absolutely necessary for life. Its absen ce induces n ervousness,
which u ltimately may r es ult in dea th. Although much more informati on is needed in r,e gard to the importance of magnesium in the diet,
it is fairly ce:,tain that a definit e relationship exists between calcium
and magnesium. That calcium is antagonisti c t o m a gnesium has long
been bel:eved, and it is high ly probable tha t large quantities of magn esium in the diet dem a nd cor r espondingly large quantiti es' ,of calcium.
Ma ximum, mean , and minimum per cen t a ges of m ag n esium found in
the sixt€en dominant for age pla nts of the Trout Creek area are shown
in F ig ure 23. In a ll cases th e magn esium content is high , in some
ca ses proba bly suffi ciently h ig h t o exert cath a r tic action , t h e eff ect of
which upon th e anim a l h as' n ot yet been dete::'mined.
Phosphorus

In organic union phospho r u s is a n essen tial constit uent of a ll living
pro toplasm. It is presen t in each individua l cell of both plants and
animals. On hydrolysis, nu cleo-proteins', whi ch co n stitute a large part
of the cell nucleus , yi€ld a subst a n ce called nuclein , containing as high
as 10 per cent phosphorus. R espect iv e percentages of a sh constituted by
phosphorus for corn, whea t , barley, and oats a r e 20, 19, 12 and 9 per
cent. Each annu a l harvest r emoves' m illions of pounds of phosphorus.
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Figu re 23.-Showing minimum, mean, and maximum percentages of m a gnesitull in the sixteen forage plants analyzed.

The mineral portion of bones consists largely of tricalcium phosphate. One hundred pounds of raw bone contain approximately 10
pounds of phosphorus. If half this amount were allowed for each individ u a l on the earth's surface, it wou ld mean that approximately 700,000
t ons of phosphorus are contained in the bones of living persons on the
ear th at t h e present time . This does not take into account the far
greater quantity bound up in the bon·e s of an imals . It is' thus evident
t h at after carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen, phosphorus foll ows close to
nitrogen as a stru ctural material in biological chemistry.
Phosphorus plays an important part in metabolism as it is pres'e nt
in each individual cell and body fluid . It enters into carbohydrate and
fat and to a lesser d egree in protein metabolism. It is essential to
muscle and nerve activity and enters into the buffers· of the blood.
Together with calcium, phosphorus plays the main role in bone formation. It is not surprising to note profound bodily disturbance when
phosphorus is low in the diet. Its de ficiency in the diet (aphosphorosiS')
manifests itself by porous and d ef·e ctive bones and is evidenced by bonechewing (pica) in animals. In its early stages food-consumption is low,
a poor gain in weight is apparent, and in the case of lactating animals
the milk yield is noticeably low; a marked inhibition of oestrum is
also apparent.
Aphosphorosis occurs in certain regions' under the following conditions: (1) The f orage has been produced on phosphorus-deficient soil;
(2) livestock may have been kept on too restricted rati ons, the main
constituen ts of which have been deficient in this element; (3) the.
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intake of calcium in relation to phoS'phorus intake may hav,e been
excessive; and (4) phosphorus requirementS' may have been high, as in
the case of the growing animal. (This applies especially to the lactating
animal.) Figure 24 shows the phosphorus content of the sixteen dominant forage plants' analyzed.
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Figure 24.-Showing mInImum, mean, and maxim'um percentages of phosl)]lOrus in the s ixteen forage plants analyz ed.

To obtain the daily requirement of phosphorus in bud sage, Russian thistle, and rice grass an animal must consume 7, 15, and 40
pounds of these respective forage plants. It is thus' apparent that most
of these sixteen dominant forage plants would meet the animal's phosphorus needs. Since all but two of these plants (curly grass' and rice
grass) carry more than the required 0.45 per cent of calcium, it is
highly probable that a supplement of higher phosphorus content may,
in some cas,es at le::tst, be us'e d with profit.
.
Sulfur \

Stllfur is a con stituent of animal tissue, especially of hair and wool.
Plants are able to utilize inor~anic sulfur in the building 'of protein~,
an impossibility for sheep, caLtle, l;tnd other ruminants'. An adequate
supply of sulfur is highly essential for sheep since wool contains from
3.34 to 4.08 per cent of sulfur, which must be supplied in the feed as
organic S'ulfur. In many districts the amount of organic sulfur in the
ration may be the limiting factor in the amount of wool produced.
The sulfur content of the sixt,een dominant forage plants analyzed
is shown in Figure 25. It is observed that salt .sage contains five times
as much sulfur as does white cedar and about twice as' much as is
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contained in alfalfa hay. Many of the forage plants analyzed are richer
in sulfur than is alfalfa hay, a common livestock feed. Before making
a direct comparison, however, a knowledge of the following is necessary: (1) A comparison of coefficients of digestibility of alfalfa and
the analyzed s-ixteen forage plants and (2) the proportion of total sulfur
which is organic. It is probable that the amount of dig·e stible protein
in these sixteen plants is lower than in alfalfa and also that a greater
proportion of the sulfur is inorganic. If allowance is made for these
differences, it is apparent that many of these plantS' carry sufficient
sulfur to meet the needs of the sheep; where the ration is a composite
of the entir'e pJant the quantity of sulfur would be sufficient.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING CHEMICAL
ANALYSES

Since the sixteen dominant forage plants considered are extensively
used by sheep on the desert ranges of Utah, an examination of analytical
results in relation to animal requirements is presented.
The standard daily requirements for maintenance of mature sheep
per 100 pounds of liveweight have been set at 2.0 to 2.6 pounds of
dry matter, from 0.16 to 0.14 pound of digestible crude protein, and
from 1.2 to 1.4 poun'ds of total digestible nutrients. Using the factor
available for digestibility of the sixteen forage plants analyzed, it
may be assumed that approxi.m ately 75 per cent of their nutritivQ
content is assimilable.
Roughly, this indicates' that for every 100 pounds of liveweight the
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crude nutrient daily requirement of crude protein is 0.2 pound and of
crude nutrients 1.75 pounds. According to this standard and assuming
that sheep normally consume daily 2.5 pounds of forage per 100 pounds
of liveweight, it is apparent that bud sage, blue sage, fourwing s'a ltbush, curly sage, white sage, salt sage, and Brigham tea contain a
sufficient protein supply, whne shadscale, brown sage, white cedar, and
Russian thistle require little protein supplement to furnish an adequate
supply of protein. On the other hand, curly grass, rice grass, rabbltbrush, and matchweed apparently are distinctly deficient in protein and
thus in need of protein supplement in some form.
In regard to total crude nutrients, it is generally ass'u med that
crude protein and nitrogen-fr'e e extract are equal in energy value and
that, because of its lower oxygen content, fat has an energy value
equal to 2.25 times that of either protein or nitrogen-free extract. It
is customary to assume that but 40 per cent of crude fat may be considered as fat in aromatic resinous plants' such as blue sage, curly
sage, white cedar, matchweed, and rabbitbrush.
Although there is much to be learned concerning mineral animal
requirements, it is evident that an adequate phosphorus supply is
highly necessary. Furthermore, experiments at the Utah Station H indicate the necessity of a rather definite ratio between th,e calcium and
phosphorus intake for optimum nutrition and the fact that' a high
calcium intake may make additional phosphorus demands.
Of these sixteen dominant forage plants, several are either especially
high in calcium or are deficient in phosphorus, indicating the probable
need for a phos'Phorus supplement, especially if optimum results are
to be secur,e d. Notable among these are Brigham tea, yellowbrush,
Russian thistle, salt sage, white sage, matchweed, shadscale, curly
grass, brown sage, and rice grasS'.
The present deteriorating condition of western desert rang'e s indicates a steadily growing need for concentrated supplements for use in
wintering sheep. Experience has demonstrated the greater economy in
maintaining the vitality of range sheep at a fairly high level. The
nature and amount of concent!'ated supplement needed to accomplish
this must necessarily be determined by t h e jud ~ m c !lt of the individual
operator, dependent on the nature and extent of available range forag e .
It is safe to assume, however , that at least 0.25 pound per h€ad dail y
of some suitable concentrate would pay for itself in increased lamb
and wool crops as well a s in decreased spring death loss.

NUTRITIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR PROPER
SHEEP MAINTENANCE
R AT I O F OR V r\ RIOUS AGES

Th e to:' m ' nutriti ve ratio " r efers t o the r atio or proportion bet w ee n
d igestibl e protein a nd di gestible non-nitro genou s nu t r ien ts (in cludin g
fat ) , multiplied by 2.2 5. The nu tritiv e r atio for 11 0-pound ewes up t o
six w eek s' before la m bing, accor din g t o Morri so n 15 , is 1 of protein to
from 7.5 to .5 of carbohydrates ; for the period imm edia t ely pre ceding lambing this r a Lo is 1 of protein t o from 7.2 to
.2 of
carbohydrates.
14"Ph os ph o rus
u p pl e m nt s I mpro v
:::> u o'a r-b e t B y - p r o du c t R a ti o n s fo r
Ca ttl e ": By E . J. 1ay n a r d, J . E. G r e av e s, a n d H . H. Sm ith , U t a h Ag r . Ex p.
S t a . B ul. 265. 30 p p. 1 936 .
15" F e eds a n d F e d in g". B y F . B. Mo rTiso n. 20th e d . M o r ris o n P u b li s hi ngC o mpa n y, Ith aca. Te w Y o rk. pp. 43 , 10 07. 1 93 6.
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With protein, carbohydrates, and fat used as the basis of analysis
in the sixteen dominant forage plants of the Trout Creek area, the
nutritive ratio is 1 of protein to 8.3 of carbohydrates'. While this is
not an exact nutritive ratio, it does indicate that wh'en these sixteen
plants are used the protein, or tissue-building, feeds are in proportion
to the ene:gy-building feeds. Apropos of this, Morrison 1 6 makes the
following statement:
"Sheep are very fond of good roughage and have a high
ability to use it. For these reasons their rations should consist largely of suitable roughage. Good roughage alone will
usually provide ample nutrients for breeding ewes in winter
up to and about a month before lambing. Then additional
nutrients are needed on account of the rapid growth of ' the
unborn lamb at that time, and a small amount of grain or
other concentrat,e s should be fed."
When the experimental herds were moved in October from the succulent feeds to the winter range they were in a thrifty condition. The
forage grazed was similar to the sixteen dominant forage plants
analyzed until a s40rt time before lambing, when the sheep were
returned to the higher elevations where green feeds of high protein
content were available.
COEFFICIENT OF DIGESTmII...4ITY

In figuring his livestock rations, the stockman must consider not
only percentages of crude prote in, crude fat, nitrogen-free extract, etc.
but also the quantity of each digestible constituent. The nitrogen-free
extract of feeds is more digestible than is the protein or the fat, both
of which in turn are more digestible than is the crude fiber. Moreover,
sheep and cattle digest food h:gher in fiber than do ho :'ses and swine.
The coefficient of digestibility is obtained by actual feeding tests
which, unfortunately, are not available for these sixteen dominant
forage plants. However , the stockman will not go far wrong if he
assumes that approximately 70 pe r cent of the various organic nutrients
are digestible, since these plants were carefully selected and only th'3
more tender parts browsed by the sh eep taken for analysis. It is evident
that the fine leaves of curly sage are not as fibrous as are the stems
which , in turn, a re less fib::-ous than is the main stalk; th is same relationship holds for the otlle; samp les. Hence, the parts of the plants
actually co nsumed by s h eep have a comparatively high coefficient of
digestibility.
PROTEIl\'" REQUIRE:\lE ~ TT S
Th e protein r eq uir e m e nts are fair ly high in the nutri t iv ration for
s heep. It is ass umed that t h e fl eece of wool is hi gh in nitrogen, the
unborn lamb demand ' ng even a high er prote in re qu irem ent. However,
the total protein content of the fl eece and th e un born lamb divided
by the numbe r of days r e quired to grqw it s how s a rather limited daily
protein requirement. A fairly satisfactory nutritiv e ratio is apparent in
the protein content of the sixteen plants analyzed. Many years of observation of sheep on the ran ge indi cate a h ig h production of both wool
and la mbs, which h 2s in reased during the past twenty years. This
would indi cate that the crud e pro t ein . of the forage pla.nts analyzed
must have a fairly high nutTitive va lu e .
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ENERGY REQUIREMENTS

Most of the nutrition studies' which have been conducted indicate
that energy requirements are higher for range sheep than for farm
sheep. The daily energy spent in traveling for feed during the six
months on the desert range is an important factor in feed requirements.
This is frequently increased by the necessity of traveling sev,e ral miles
to water. When this distance is more than a mile, sheep are watered
only ev,e ry two or three days instead of each day. The length of time
without water should be dependent upon quality of feed and climate.
Usually desert feed is not succulent and sheep should h'a ve daily access
to water. Fresh snow ,e aten with the desert forage plants aids materially
in keeping sheep in a healthy condition.
The greatest energy requirement comes when the sheep migrate
from the winter to the summer range. In addition to carrying a full
fleec'e, the ewes at this' time are heavy with lamb. Often as much as
11 pounds in weight is lost between December and May, this loss varying between 1 and 11 pounds. The energy required to travel from 10
to 15 miles each day in search of feed adds much to the nutrient production requirements.
A wide difference in the crude fat content of the sixteen dominant
plants analyzed is apparent. Grass is frequently as' low as 1 per cent,
while white cedar is as high as 15 per cent, with respective percentages
of 13, 11, and 11 for rabbitbrush, blue sage, and curly sage. Nitrogenfree extract and carbohydrates range from 40 to 50 per cent. However,
with the wide variety of available forage plants on the desert, energy
requirements of range sheep can usually be satisfied.
~IINERAL

REQUIRE)lENTS

The chemical composition of the sixteen dominant forage plants of
the Trout Creek area shows the necessity of securing a balance of
nutrients for a large number of plants. All are high in total ash and
crude fib~r. The high total ash content found in these forage plants is
significant since ash may include the most essential minerals. When
individual plants are grazed heavily, mineral constituents are often
sufficient to disturb digestive process'e s; this is particularly true in the
spring when new plant growth emerges.
The calcium content in most of these sixteen forage plants is uniformly high. In many cases, however, the balance between calcium and
phosphorus is' far from satisfactory.

RANGE FORAGE SUPPLEMENTS
, PROTEIN AND·

~n~ERAL

DEFICIENCIES

Assuming the daily consumption of dry fOI'age per sheep to be 3.3
pounds, the actual average nutrients obtained by' an individual sheep
are shown in Table 6. Over 60 per cent of the dry matter consumed
by the sheep consisted of curly sage and shadscale, whereas fourwing
saltbush, matchweed, rabbitbrush, salt sage, and white cedar constitute
only 3 per cent. It is observed that an individual sheep receiving 3.3
pounds of dry matter obtains 0.18 pound of digestible protein and 2.4
pounds of digestible dry matter. On the basis of the digestibility of 20
per cent for crude fiber and 75 per cent for the other nutrients, a
nutritive ratio of 1 to 9 is obtained. Hence, possibly a slightly higher
protein ration would have yielded better results, so far as' individual
gains are concerned.

Table 6.-Percentages of ·e ach of 16 forage plants and grams of dry matter and of nutrients obtained by sheep in
daily ration , a ssuming tha t each sheep consumed 1500 grams (3.3 pounds) of dry matter.

---

Ra ti on
Pla nt
Sp e c i me n

Blue Sage
Brigham Tea
Brown , Sage
Bud Sage
Curly Grass
Curly Sage
Fourwing Saltbush
Matchweed
Rabbitbrush
Rice Grass
Russian Thistle
Salt Sage
Shadscale
White Cedar
White Sage
Yellow brush
Total ......... ................

P erc e ntage

2.0
4.0
2.0
5.0
11.0
31.0
11.3
1.0
0.5
6.0
2.0
0.25
30.0
.,. 0.3
2.0
2.0

-

Dry Matte r a nd N ut r i e nts ( g r am s) Ob t a in e d b y S th eep
-- ---1Crud e F a t
(.b.<t l1 e r
Cr ude
As h
~ a l c ium
S ulfur
i\1ag C r ud e
Ph os F i b e t· Prot e i n Extrac t)
n e s i um
p h or us
----- - - --

A lI iU u nt o f

Gram s

N i troge n
f ree
Extrac t

30.0
60. 0
30.0
75.0
16 5.0
465.0
11.3
15 .0
7.5
90.0
30.0
3.8
450.0
3.8
30.0
30.0

13. 5
25.5
1 4. 0
26.6
82.6
11 4.4
5.6
7.5
3.5
41.1
12.4
1.7
168.6
1.9
12.5
14.1

- -- - - --

-

- --

545 . 5

7.2
24.4
6.3
17. 8
55.3
122.3
2. 3
3. 2
2.1
33.8
11.1
1.0
155.3
0.8
10.7
9.6

3.2
4.8
2.0
13.1
5.7
41.0
1.1
1.0
0.4
4.1
2.3
0.3
33'.4
0.2
2.5
1.7

---- - - -- -463.2

116.8

2.7
1.4
0. 7
1.3
1.5
50.6
0.2
2.4
1.0
1.2
0.4
0.1
5.1
0.6
0.6
2. 3

- - --

72.1

1.5
3.1
6.3
16 . 2
:;2.0
25.7
1.7
0.7
0.4
7.7
3.2
0. 8
77.9
0.2
2.7
1.8 ,

--171.9

0.21
1.10
0.49
1.40
0.66
3.50
0.19
0.23
0.06
0.39
0.63
0.07
8.70
0.03
0.55
0.59
18.8

0.06
0.09
0.05
' 0.20
0.20
9 .93
0.05
0.02
0.01
0.13
0.05
0.02
1.40
0.00
0.05'
0 .15

- -3.4 1

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.2 5
1.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.0
2.0
0.1
0.1
0.0

0.07
0.07
0.02
0.23
0.12
0.93
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.05
0.03
0.00
0.36
0.01
0.03
0.03

5.27
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The m ineral constituents do not show as favorable a balance. Calcium and phosphorus should be supplied in the ration in about the
same proportion (2 to 1) as is found in the blood of animals', whereas
the£e Eheep re ceived it in the proportion of 1 to 9. This fact is highly
impo:- t ,:tnt to sheepmen as it suggests the need of supplements high in
phosphorus'. The amount of magnesium may be sufficiently high to cause
digestive d:sturbances . Sulfur, if mainly organic, is present in favorable a mounts to supply the high sulfur requirements for wool
prod uction.
The prlnc:p al supplements available to sheepmen of the intermountain region are cottonseed cake, oats, wheat, barley, shelled corn,
and r::. :llrun bra n, the analyses of which are shown in Table 7 . This
info:-rnatfon is included so that a sheepman may, if he desires, base
his supplemental feeding on the averages for Utah-grown productS'
(Table 7).
Table

7.-Percenta~e

composition of available supplemental feeds for

Utah sheep!
Supple m e ntal F ee ds ( % )
Constituent
- --

-

Organic
Protein
Crude Fiber
Nitrogen-free Extract
Crude Fat

CottoCls eed
Cak e

- -- 4R.6
9.2
27.7 .
9.2

Oats Wh e at
-- - -- - --

13.6
11.9
65.7
4.8

13.8
2.4
79.7
2.3

Sb e ll e d Millrun
Bran
Barl ey
Corn
- - - -- - - - - -

12.6
5.1
77.0
2.3

11.2
2.2
79 .2
5.6

18.3
10.8
61.9
5. 0

~Iineral

Ash
Calcium
Magnesium
PPhos'Phorus
Sulfur

5.30
0.34
0.57
0.06
1.33

4.05
0.11
0.18
0.19
0.38

1.85
0.09
0.19
0.21
0.36

3.00
0.09
0.18
0.15
0.36

1.71
0.12
0.20
0.12
0.33

4.00
0.30
0. 45
0.53
0.63

lBa s e :! on Utah Agr. Exp. Sta. BuI. 210.

SUMMARY
Range forage provides the foundation for the maintenance ration
available for most she·ep wintered in the state. The natu:'e and amount
of supplemental concentrate or roughage needed with this forage to
provide an adequate and efficient ration for sheep depends on the
nature and amount of range forage available.
Shrubby plants dominate Utah's winter rang,e. The most abundant
shrub of northern Utah is blue sage (sagebrush, big s1gebrush, :1.nrl
. black sagebrush), while sh&dscale (saltbush) becomes highly important
in southern Utah.
Dominant forage plants on the Trout Creek area, where specimens.
were collected for chemical analysis, are blue sage, Brigham tea, brown
sage, bud sage, curly grass, curly sage, fourwing saltbush, matchweed~
rabbitbrush, rice grass', Russian thistle, salt sage, shadscale, white
cedar, white sage, and yellowbrush.
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The most important poisonous plants found in the Trout Creek area
are t he common horse brush ( known also as' spring rabbitbrush), the
common greasewood , and some species of lo co or r attleweed.
ReducCon in bot h quantity and quali t y of vegetation produced in
the Trout Creek ar·e a is due mainly to drought, overgrazing, and
trampling.
The sixteen dominant desert plants- were analyzed for crude protein,
crude fat (ether extract), crude fiber, nitrogen-fr,e e extract, ash, calcium , magnesium, phospho:' us , and sulfur. Great variation was found in
the different species, due to age when plant specimens wer,e collected,
proportion of leaves to stems, and locality in which plants were grown.
Brigham tea, bud sage, blue sage, fourwing saltbu'sh, and salt sage
contained sufficient crude protein to meet protein requirements fOl'
both cattle and sheep. Curly grass, matchweed , and rabbitbrus'h nee .l
to be supplemented with concentrates high in crude protein.
P,e rcentages of crude fat and nitrogen-free extract were sufficient
in most instances to meet maintenance requirements for sheep.
Bud sage, curly grass , fourwing saltbush, salt sage, and shadscale
were rich in ash. Some samples of bud sage carried one-third of their
total weight in ash.
For all plants, except rice grass, the ,-c alcium content was greater
than 0.45 per cent, which is frequently placed as the lower maintenance
limit. The high calcium content of some of the forage plants' analyzed
indicates the need of extra large quantities of phosphorus.
Bud sage and blue sage were extremely high in phosphorus, while
brown sage, curly grass , and rice grass were low in this constituent.
It is' sound economics to supplement a ration composed of most of
these sixteen dominant forage plants with a concentrate high in phosphorus.

Brown sage, fourwing saltbush, Russian thistle, and salt sage were
especially high in magnesium.
The percentage of sulfur in fourwing saltbush, salt sage, and shadscale was high. If this sulfur if? in the organic form, it Rhould be
exceptionally valuable in the sheep ration.
The apparent high nutritive value of these sixteen dominant forage
plants was due to selection of the more leafy vegetation, this portion
being actually consumed by sheep.
A fairly satisfactory nutritive ratio was apparent in the protein
content of the sixteen forage plants analyzed.
In spite of the daily amount of energy spent in traveling for feeu
during their six months on the d,e sert, sufficient energy for these range
sheep was produced from the available forage plants to satisfy e nergy
req uiremen ts.
The healthy condition of large numbers' of sheep grazing year after
year on t~ese sixt.een dominant forage plants, and at the same tim e·
producing relatively high yields of wool and lambs, indicates an
approximate sufficiency of mineral requirements for body functions.
A study of the make-up of available forage supply and nutrients,
as shown in the tables' and charts, should make it possible for sheepmen to better select the most suitable supplements for optimum results . .

APPENDIX
Table 1.-Mean chemical composition of sixteen air-drle d forage plants, Trout Creek area, Utah
I

Plant Specim e n

No.
Analys e s

Average Chemical Composition ( % )
Nitrogen
free
Extract

Cr'ude
Fib e r

Cr ud e
Protem

C rud e Faf
(Ether
Extrac t)

-

Blue Sage
Brigham Tea
Brown Sage
Bud Sage
Curly Grass
Curly Sage
Fourwing Saaltbush
Matchweed
Rabbitbrush
Rice Gras's
Russian Thistle
Salt Sage
Shadscale
White Cedar
White Sage
Yellowbrush

3
6
6
3
6
4
3
6
4
3
6
3
6
5
4
6

45 .02
42.55
46.54
35.50
50.07
46.11
49.81
48.07
46.62
45.66
41.35
44.18
37.47
49.72
42.66
46.79

23.89
40.60
20.93
23.74
33 :55
26.30
20.16
29.79
27.79
37.45
36.95
24.02
34.50
21.49
35.58
32.03

10.60
7.93
6.78
17.49
3.44
8.82
9.96
5.98
5.81
4.54
7.69
8.00
7.42
6.32
8.28
5.79

(Coll ege Series No. 546)

12.36
2.33
2.44
1. 72
0.94
10.89
2.04
9.94
13.07
1.36
1.39
2.05
1.14
15.91
2.00
7.69

Ash

:.!alcium

- - --

-- - -

4.86
5.12
21.05
21.55
13.35
5.53
15.03
5.11
5.31
8.51
10.75
20.31
17.34
4.45
9.00
5.85

-::

0.71
1.79
1.65
1.86
0.40
0.75
1.68
1.24
0.73
0.43
2.10
1.93
1.94
1.56
1.83
1.96

. MagH-e sium

Phosph o rus

0.20 ,. 0.20
0.15
0.32
0.18 .- 0.91
0.26 '. 0.49
0.14 ; 0.15
0.20
0.28
0.45
0.74
0.21 ' ··t 0.28
0.15
0.22
0.14
0.15
0.17
0.69
0.59
0.74
0.32
0.45
0.11
0.24
0.17
0.45
0.51
0.26

0.23
0.12
0.06
0.30
0.07
0.20
0.14
0.88
0.14
O.O!)
0.11
0.11
0.08
0.17
0.10
0.11

Sulfur
'- --

